Alternative Approach to Absorption Of Vitamins, Nutrients & Minerals

This project seeks investors for a cutting edge technology that can be implemented immediately and also continue to be studied and proven. The technology can effectively provide vitamins, nutrients and minerals for the human body and prevent poisoning from radiation generated by nuclear power plants and other sources. The unique technology uses common amulets, lasers and ion generators.

Introduction

The ability to efficiently and effectively assimilate various nutrients, vitamins, minerals and chemical elements is at a critical juncture of our evolutionary development. Poor soil conditions, inappropriate dietary choices and destructive radioactive elements have stressed the cellular functions of all humans and life forms inhabiting planet Earth. We have recently seen the devastating impact of radioactive spillage in Japan.

Poor soil conditions and diets are long term projects that are not addressed in the first and second phases the clinical evaluations. Should phase two of this project be implemented immediately and after further study, very efficient and effective short-term applications and technologies will be available for:

1. Directly transferring the essences of all known nutrients, vitamins, minerals and chemical elements into human and animal cells - bypassing normal oral, injection and trans dermal modalities.
3. The specially treated items used to transport the one-of-a-kind energies into the human cells include amulets, lasers and ion generators.

Background

In the late 1990s, scientists made the greatest discovery in human health when they determined a thin sheath of Phosphorous covers all the cells of plants, animals and humans. The composition of the Phosphorous sheaths includes vortex or wormhole like configurations that speed-up and slow down light particles transferring in and out of the core of our cells.

Raw materials and molecules of the chemical elements in water, food, vitamins, minerals and nutrients DO NOT penetrate or absorb into our cells. Only light particles in the molecules of the chemical elements are allowed to transfer into our cells. We only transmit light particles in and out of our cells. Our base and fundamental purposes are to absorb and emit light particles that are normally contained within the molecules of the chemical elements.

The chemical element of Phosphorous absorbs and transmits light particles - we call that state “Phosphorescent”. Our existence is based on the transfer and movement of
light particles via the Phosphorous sheaths that regulate the amount of light particles flowing in and out of the cells. All human and animal cells are composed of the same simple chemical elements but assembled in different complex configurations.

Based upon 23 years of investigation and discovery, Brian David Andersen feels and believes that the Phosphoric sheaths covering all cells function as chemical filters and regulators. The specific and moment to moment function of the Phosphoric chemical filter of each cell is to allow only the light particles (ions) in the chemical elements of Hydrogen and Oxygen to enter and hydrate (stimulate and organize) the other chemical elements in the cells. The only chemical elements allowed into our cells on a continuous basis are Hydrogen and Oxygen. The light particles of all the other chemical elements only transfer into the cell when it needs to replenish a specific chemical element.

Since 1988, Andersen has been researching and developing subtle energy technologies that create coherent light particle structure at the molecular and cellular levels. His first generation of products for the general public were released in 1994. The two cornerstones of Andersen's discoveries and manifestations are an unfinished spiral chemical element chart that was published in a traditional medical book for doctors, dentists and nurses in the year 1901. Andersen completed and perfected the spiral chemical element chart in the early 1990s. He continually improves the graph and interprets the mathematical meanings of the one-of-a-kind road map for understanding the core foundation of the chemical elements. Next Andersen placed the chemical elements on a sphere to further study and comprehend the essence of our existence.
The second cornerstone was put into place when Andersen logically deduced that a base geometric pattern must exist at the light particle and molecular levels. The geometric shape of Great Pyramid in Egypt was the answer. The walls of the structure on the Giza Plateau are the only monolithic pyramid on Earth to have a slight indentation. Laser studies on scale models showed the reflection of light from the walls into areas known as the King and Queen chambers of the Great Pyramid. Any pyramid without concave walls does not have the prismatic ability to reflect light into the Kings and Queens chambers.

Andersen discovered a mathematical formula to exactly calculate the numerical value of the indentation of the walls of the Great Pyramid - the deciphering code can be applied to any straight line geometric shape. Andersen was the first researcher and inventor to prove that a three sided pyramid was build inside of the four sided Great Pyramid. His critical discovery has been verified by university degreed mathematicians using trigonometry and algebra systems. Details are on the Tri-Vortex Technology website.

Based upon these discoveries, Andersen researched and developed a treatment chamber made from a round tube of with domes on each end. Unique electromagnetic fields generated by a computer are contained by the tube and domes. Any kind of material that is placed into the treatment chamber for 24 hours has special characteristics - improving the absorption, smell and taste of any liquid or solid food, increased energy levels and pain relief. A liquid or solid exposed to any item treated in the Tri-Vortex Technology chamber has molecular coherency and this claim is demonstrated in numerous ways.

When a fresh cut flower is placed into distilled water the flower will wilt and die within a few days. A fresh cut flower placed into distilled water exposed to any Tri-Vortex Technology item for two minutes will stay fresh and bloom to the maximum potential for 15 to 20 days. No other kind of water (tap, filtered, etc) keeps a flower fresher for a longer period of time than distilled water that has been exposed to the sympathetic resonant energies imbedded into all Tri-Vortex items. In the photograph on the next
The flower on the left was placed into untreated distilled water. The flower on the right was placed into distilled water that was treated by the Tri-Vortex Technology disc.
Additional research demonstrations are posted on the Tri-Vortex Technology website. In 2003 a second treatment facility was constructed by Anton Ungerer in Cape Town, South Africa. Various kinds of items are placed into the two Tri-Vortex Treatment Chambers and sold around the world. The applications are enormous and include impressive results in the areas of:
Light Particle Assimilation

In 2005 Andersen had pain and discomfort in his right knee due to a sail boating accident 20 years earlier and strenuous athletic competition at the age of 53. He became aware of a substance called Hyaluronic Acid that functions as a cushion between the bone and cartilage. Hyaluronic Acid is destroyed by the digestive system so orally taking the nutrient has very minimal benefit.

Andersen placed a capsule of Hyaluronic Acid on the area of his knee pain and there was no relief whatsoever. The same capsule was placed into the Tri-Vortex Treatment Chamber for 24 hours and then placed onto the area of knee pain a second time. Andersen experienced significant pain relief in a few minutes. The light particles of the Hyaluronic Acid were influenced in such a positive manner by the Tri-Vortex Treatment Chamber that they had the ability to pass directly through the Phosphorous sheaths and into the cells. For the first time in human history, the light particles of a nutrient were directly transmitted into the cells. This process is not trans-dermal.

During this time, a Tri-Vortex Technology customer had a chronic five year pain and discomfort condition in the abdomen area. She bought two magnetic chains treated in the Tri-Vortex Chamber and placed one chain onto her stomach before going to sleep at 10 pm. The next morning she had no pain and discomfort in the abdomen area - for the first time in five years. That same day, she informed her naturopath about the abilities of the magnetic chains treated by the novel Tri-Vortex Chamber. The Asian trained consultant recommended she put one magnetic chain on her left wrist and one magnetic chain on her right ankle. She experienced the same level of pain relief as when she put the magnetic chain on her stomach. The abdomen pain permanently dissipated and never returned. By placing the Tri-Vortex Technology items on the "polarity points" of the human body, the coherent subtle energies created by the Tri-Vortex Treatment Chamber, flowed throughout the body and were assimilated into the cells of the stomach area that were under stress and chaotic molecular structure.

Based upon these two events, Andersen developed a product called Tri-Vortex Vibrational Nutrient Tabs or Tri-Vibes. Packed into a small container are all the vitamins, nutrients, minerals and appropriate chemical elements for optimal health and vitality. This small container is then treated in a Tri-Vortex chamber for 24 hours. The electromagnetic fields of the body transport the light particles in the chemical elements of the vitamins, nutrients and mineral throughout the body. The light particles are in a state of immediate bio-availability and are assimilated when needed by the cells.

Countless persons with a wide range of health conditions have experienced benefits from the Tri-Vibes. The Tri-Vibes container evolved through several designs. The current generation features a stainless steel triangle shaped amulet and a treated
stainless steel chain worn on the right ankle. Customer experiences are posted on the Tri-Vortex Technology website.

![Tri-Vibes](image)

**Preliminary Evidence**

Test subject number one, a Tri-Vortex Technology customer did not orally take any vitamins, nutrients and minerals for 40 days. She was in normal health with no negative conditions or challenges. In previous blood tests she tested out as having low levels related to the variations of vitamin B. After the 40th day, she complete a cutting-edge blood test developed at the University of Texas and commercially available through a company called *Spectra-Cell Labs*. The novel test places a small amount of vitamin, nutrient or mineral into the person's blood contained in a petrie dish. The rate and size of growth by the vitamin, nutrient or mineral in the blood determines if the person is sufficient or deficient related to that specific vitamin, nutrient or mineral.

The results indicated she had normal to slightly above normal levels of all vitamins, nutrients and minerals within the control spectrum tested by *Spectra-Cell Labs*. Her normal levels are very significant because most people are deficient in some form or another with one or more of the values.

Test subject number two, a distributor for Tri-Vortex Technology went into remission from a colon cancer condition but her recovery was not due to any applications of any Tri-Vortex products. Her medical doctor requested she complete a *Spectra Cell Labs* blood test. After discovering unusual high levels of Calcium, Magnesium, Zinc and the variations of vitamin B in the test results, the technicians of *Spectra-Cell Labs* stated to the physician that their patient was probably overdosing. *Spectra-Cell Labs* recommended he doctor conduct tests on the kidneys and bladder to determine if there were toxic levels of vitamins, nutrients and minerals in those organs.
To the amazement of the doctor, the Tri-Vortex Technology distributor informed her physician that she had never taken a vitamin, nutrient nor a mineral in her entire life. However she had been wearing the Tri-Vibes for approximately two months. The toxicity tests were negative. Numerous traditional and alternative nutritional specialists believe the human body will safely absorb up to seven times the normal daily level of vitamins, nutrients and minerals required for good health when the person is experiencing a health crisis. The impressive preliminary Spectra-Cell Labs test results on Tri-Vibes test subject number two indicates that theory is correct.

Copies of both Spectra-Cell Lab test results and analysis in laymen terms are available to qualified investors.

**Laser Application**

The next phase in the development of the Tri-Vibes was using laser beams as a carrier of the Tri-Vibes vitamin, nutrient and mineral light wave patterns. When any kind of laser or LED device is placed into the Tri-Vortex Technology Treatment Chamber, the beam of the laser will improve the smell and taste of any liquid and provide pain relief from various conditions.

As an experiment, a plastic pouch of Tri-Vibes was placed adjacent to a laser that had not been treated in the Tri-Vortex Chamber. The light particle waveforms emitted by the treated vitamins, nutrients and minerals were transmitted into liquids and solids by the untreated laser beam and their smell and taste were significantly improved.

Featured on the Tri-Vortex Technology website are devices known as theater lasers that have been treated in the Tri-Vortex Chamber and have a plastic Tri-Vibes pouch adjacent to the laser beam generator. The theater laser generates one laser beam that is pulsed through a rotating lens that breaks-up and scatters the laser beam in specific geometric patterns. When a theater laser is held 18 inches from the body, an entire area such as the abdomen or thigh portion of the leg is covered with intense laser light. The treated lasers do not exceed a power of five milli watts so they are not under any control of the Food & Drug Administration. If the Tri-Vortex Technology Star Lasers featuring the Tri-Vibes and five milli watts are given the proper opportunities, the devices will prove to out-perform ANY and ALL current lasers on the market with more intense power levels, significantly high prices and controlled by the FDA.

**Ion Generator**

When a product called the Air Tamer is put into the Tri-Vortex Technology treatment chamber, the ions generated by the unit improve the taste and smell of liquids and solids, provide pain relief and improve lung function. The treated Air Tamer worn on the body is also sold with a plastic pouch
of **Tri-Vibes** placed under the belt clip. Like the laser beam, the ions function as a carrier of the essence in the vitamins, nutrients and minerals in the novel **Tri-Vibes**. Any ion generator treated in the Tri-Vortex Technology treatment chamber can produce ions that function as a transfer mechanism for the energies emitted by the **Tri-Vibes**.

### The Importance of Iodine

Low levels of Iodine have contributed thyroid problems for countless persons. However, traditional pharmaceutical medications such as Levothyroxine taken over the long-term increases the risk of bone fractures in the persons who use the drug. An alternative method of maintaining normal levels of bio-available Iodine with no negative side-effects nor contraindications is very much needed in the 21st century.

Just after the nuclear device exploded in Nagasaki during World War II, a medical doctor closed-off his clinic that was not in the blast area but in the most intense section of deadly radiation levels. He, his staff and patients ate rice balls and a sea vegetable known as Kelp. Every gram (one third of an ounce) of Kelp contains only one microgram of Iodine. By continually consuming those meager levels of bio-available Iodine for 72 hours, all persons in the clinic did not suffer from any kind ailments normally associated with radiation poisoning. However, the high doses of Kelp induced intense bouts of diarrhea in most of the individuals. This project introduces alternative technologies that can provide Iodine, Prussian Blue and so much more to the human body with no negative side-effects or contraindications.

When the chemical element of Uranium and it's derivative Plutonium are subjected to stress, radioactive isotopes of Iodine and Cesium are created. Iodide tablets and tincture of Iodine have proven to be ineffective in preventing radiation poisoning probably because the Iodine is not in a bio-available configuration.

The antidote or counter balance to radioactive Cesium is an intense colored iron oxide called Prussian Blue. When normal Iodine is stressed by combining the chemical element with Sodium, a deep purple mist emits from the Iodine. Does the radioactive Iodine and Cesium place the deep blue and purple spectrums of the human body into molecular chaos? Does even small doses of bio-available Iodine in Kelp and laboratory created Prussian Blue balance and replenish the critical deep blue and purple spectrums of the human body? The light spectrum of the chemical elements in the human body are not studied nor applied in traditional medicine but have been utilized by pioneering medical doctors including Kate W. Baldwin MD FACS (1855-1935) -- senior surgeon at the Woman's Hospital in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

### Kelp, Blackstrap Molasses & Purple Lasers

Andersen boiled high grade Kelp (grown in the ocean off Maine) in Blackstrap Molasses that reduced to mostly Carbon and bio-available Iodine. Fifty milligram tabs of Iodide (not Iodine) and a 25 mg tab of Niacin were pulverized and mixed with the Prussian
Blue having a flour-like consistency. All the above ingredients were blended together and placed into the Tri-Vortex Technology Treatment Chamber.

Ten stainless steel Tri-Vibes Amulets were filled with the powder. A plastic pouch of the treated powder was placed into special built hand-held theater laser manufactured in China with a one-of-a-kind 5mW purple (402nm) laser and a blue LED.

Would the Iodine levels of an individual be increased by the person wearing the specialized Tri-Vibes Amulet? Would the Iodine levels of an individual be increased by the person being exposed to the purple laser and blue LED featuring the specialized plastic pouch of Tri-Vibes? Would the Iodine levels of an individual be increased by the person wearing the specialized Tri-Vibes Amulet and being exposed to the purple laser and blue LED featuring the specialized plastic pouch of Tri-Vibes.

**Phase One Of A Clinical Study/Observation**

In April 2011 phase one of a clinical study was completed. Urine samples from 14 individuals ranging from ages 33 to 68 were collected. The test subjects did not know why their urine was being collected. All test subjects collected their urine for the next 24 hours and samples were taken from the total volumes. A final urine sample was collected from 13 of the individuals. After the first urine samples were collected:

1. Four individuals wore only the specialized Tri-Vibes amulet and were not exposed to the purple laser and blue LED.
2. Five individuals did not wear the Tri-Vibes Amulet but were exposed to the purple laser at various time intervals for the next 14 hours.
3. Five individuals wore the Tri-Vibes and were also exposed to the purple laser and blue LED at various intervals for the next 14 hours.

The one pre and the two post urine samples from each individual were tested for Iodine levels by Hakala Research Reference Laboratory in Lakewood, Colorado. The results are.

1. The four individuals who only wore the Tri-Vibes did not have any increase in their Iodine levels.
2. All persons who were exposed to the purple laser and blue LED had an increase in their iodine levels.
3. The largest increase in iodine levels were those individuals who wore the Tri-Vibes amulet and were exposed to the laser.

For example, the iodine levels of one person who wore the Tri-Vibes and was treated one time by the purple laser for five minutes were.

First Sample - 0.0665 milligrams of iodine in one Liter of urine
Second Sample - 0.147 milligrams of iodine in one Liter of urine
Third Sample - 0.176 milligrams of iodine in one Liter of urine

The iodine levels of another person who was only exposed to the purple laser and blue LED were

First Sample - 0.139 milligrams of iodine in one Liter of urine
Second Sample - 0.185 milligrams of iodine in one Liter of urine
Third Sample - 0.288 milligrams of iodine in one Liter of urine

According to the director of the Hakala Research, these values did not increase due to normal or random bodily metabolisms or processes. The only way the values increased was due to each person being infused with iodine from an outside source. The complete laboratory results are not listed on this proposal because Andersen desires that the test subjects not read their values until phase two of the clinical trial has been completed. The complete lab results are available to sincere and qualified potential investors.

The tests results do not provide any kind of definitive answers nor conclusions but highlight significant trends, compelling probabilities and questions. If all the individuals had the same flat-line results as those persons who only wore the Tri-Vibes amulet and were not exposed to the purple laser and blue LED, there would be no trends, compelling probabilities and questions to consider.

The most important question is what if the duration of the exposure times and periods were extended beyond 24 hours? Would the levels of the iodine increase in human bodies as the persons wore the amulet and were exposed to the purple laser and the blue LED for more than 24 hours? Also, would the iodine levels increase in those individuals who only wear the Tri-Vibes amulet beyond 24 hours? In both Spectra-Cell Labs tests that indicated increased vitamin, nutrient and mineral levels, the individuals wore the Tri-Vibes more than 39 days before blood was drawn.

Andersen seeks bold and courageous investors to bring this cutting-edge technology immediately to the public and also conduct phase two of the clinical study. Can the populace of Japan wait for conclusive proof this technology actually works? Bringing this low cost and effective solution that will cause no harm can be made available to the people of Japan in a short period of time. Andersen is willing and ready to bring the novel Tri-Vibes, Star Laser and Air Tamer with vitamins, nutrients, minerals, iodine and Prussian Blue to the Japanese and global market as soon as possible.

Phase Two of the Clinical Study
Twenty-five to 50 individuals who work or live in the same building will be the test subjects. They will know nothing about Tri-Vortex Technology and will not orally take any vitamins, nutrients or minerals for 40 days.

1. Five to 10 individuals only wear a normal Tri-Vibes amulet and a second special Tri-Vibes amulet with the iodine and Prussian Blue for 40 days.

2. Five to 10 individuals do not wear the Tri-Vibes amulets but are exposed to purple laser and blue LED for five minutes every day for 40 days.

3. Five to 10 individuals wear a normal Tri-Vibes amulet and second special Tri-Vibes amulet with the iodine and Prussian blue and are exposed to the purple laser and Prussian Blue five minutes per day for 40 days.

4. Five to 10 individuals wear an Air Tamer with the Tri-Vibes pouch containing vitamins, nutrients, minerals, bio-available iodine and Prussian Blue iron oxide a minimum of two hours per day for 40 days.

5. Five to 10 individuals wear an Air Tamer with the Tri-Vibes pouch containing vitamins, nutrients, minerals, bio-available iodine and Prussian Blue iron oxide a minimum of two hours per day and are exposed to the purple laser and Prussian Blue five minutes per day for 40 days.

Day One
Urine and blood samples collected and sent for testing at Hakala Research & Spectra-Cell Labs and the Tri-Vibes amulets are placed on test subjects and the laser and Air Tamer applications commence.

Day 20
Urine samples collected and sent for testing.

Day 40
Urine and blood samples collected and sent for testing.

Post Day 40
Data analyzed

Spectra-Cell Labs will only accept blood samples submitted from persons with masters, nursing or medical doctor degrees. Hakala Research will accept urine samples submitted by the general public. The clinical trial will gather statistics only and all test subjects will know nothing about Tri-Vibes, Hakala Research or Spectra-Cell Labs. Therefore the placebo effect that can be a negative factor in clinical trials will not be any kind of influence whatsoever in phase two of this clinical trial.

Andersen can assemble and complete all phases of this clinical evaluation for a cost of not more than $100 000 and he will be the sole person responsible for all phases of the study. He will submit the blood tests via a person with a college masters degree. Detailed budgets with a minimum investment of $50,000 are available upon request to qualified potential investors.
Andersen and the investor(s) will draft a letter of agreement providing guarantees to the investor(s) that the investor(s) will have first right of refusal to act upon a comprehensive business plan assembled by Andersen and his financial and legal advisors after the successful completion of phase two of the clinical trial. The business plan will include the creation of a standard corporation and not a limited liability partnership. Dividing the percentages of the shares of the corporation will depend upon the minimum guaranteed monthly fee paid to Andersen during the first three years of operation. If the investor(s) does not desire or cannot fulfill the budgetary requirements of the comprehensive business plan within 45 days after the business plan is submitted to the investor(s), Andersen will have the right to present the business plan to additional investors.

Should Andersen secure the funds to implement the comprehensive business plan, the initial investor(s) will be paid a lump sum of 25 percent over the amount that was originally invested by the initial investor(s). Or the initial investor(s) will hold a minor portion of the shares of the corporation if the investor(s) of the comprehensive business plan agree to such a condition.

The initial investor(s) is fully aware that the financial placement of all monies is 100% at risk. Should the test results of phase two not be satisfactory or Andersen cannot secure funding for the comprehensive business plan, all the monies placed by the investor(s) will not be returned. Should phase two of the clinical trial be a success and the comprehensive business plan is funded by the initial investor(s):

1. Light Particle assimilation of vitamins, nutrients and minerals will become a beneficial reality for all humans and animals of planet Earth.
2. The ravages of radiation poisoning will be minimized via laser modalities.
3. Additional Tri-Vortex Technology products such as discs, ion generators, and electrical power strips will become common demand items in residential and commercial properties.
4. The investor(s) will earn a substantial profit.

Conclusion

This PDF is a preliminary proposal and complete details with all financial aspects will be provided to sincere and qualified investors. Also copies of the one Hakala Research test and the two Spectra-Cell Lab tests and will be made available to the investors.

The objective of part two of the clinical trial will be to prove that vitamins, nutrients, minerals and bio available forms of chemical elements such as Iodine are assimilated into the body by light particle absorption rather than oral intake or injection with no side-effects nor contraindications. Light particle assimilation will be far more effective and cost efficient than the entire population orally consuming vitamins, nutrients, minerals Kelp, Iodide tablets and Prussian Blue with side-effects and contraindications.

The vitamins, minerals, nutrients and bio-available chemical elements will assist in preventing the radiation illnesses associated with the nuclear events in Hiroshima,
Nagasaki, Chernobyl and Iraq where Depleted Uranium weapons were deployed. As the high concentrations of radioactive materials spread over the planet from Japan, the Tri-Vortex Technology items will assist in preventing skin lesions on the short-term and cancers and birth defects on the long-term that were demonstrated after each of the previous radiation poisoning events since 1945.

Again, the value of miniscule amounts of bio-available Iodine in Kelp was dramatically demonstrated after the nuclear explosion in Nagasaki.

Toxins such as radioactive Iodine, Cesium and Plutonium probably destroy the Phosphoric sheaths first and then penetrate therefore the cell is stressed to the point of total malfunction or destruction. However, the presence of bio-available Iodine and the iron oxide Prussian Blue treated in the Tri-Vortex Technology chamber that surround the Phosphoric sheath of the cell, negate the destructive aspects of the radioactive Iodine, Cesium and Plutonium.

Logically the radioactive isotopes of Iodine, Cesium and Plutonium are incomplete in their molecular structure. When these incomplete isotopes enter the body they probably leach chemical elements from the body to make themselves whole. The leaching of the needed materials causes the short-term lesions and the long-term cancers and birth defects. The presence of even miniscule amounts of bio-available Iodine and Prussian Blue "fill in" the needs of the incomplete and radioactive Iodine, Cesium and Plutonium thus the leaching of critical materials from normal body cells is averted.

Exclusive negotiations secured for a 45 day period – non-refundable deposit of $5,000.00.
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